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We seek the inverse formulas for the cosmological unifying relation between gluons and conformally
coupled scalars. We demonstrate that the weight-shifting operators derived from the conformal symmetry at
the de Sitter (dS) late-time boundary can serve as the inverse operators for the 3-point cosmological
correlators. However, in the case of the 4-point cosmological correlator, we observe that the inverse of the
unifying relation cannot be constructed from the weight-shifting operators. Despite this failure, we are
inspired to propose a “weight-shifting uplifting” method for the 4-point gluon correlator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cosmic inflation is widely accepted as the period of
exponential expansion that occurred at the beginning of our
universe, during which the background spacetime can be
approximated as de Sitter (dS) space. In the standard
inflationary scenario, the early universe is dominated by
dark energy, represented by the potential energy of a scalar
field known as the inflaton. Quantum fluctuations of the
inflaton and other particles during this primordial epoch
give rise to non-Gaussianity (NG) and serve as the seeds for
the formation of the large scale structure (LSS) we observe
today. The NG and LSS contain valuable information that
allows us to study the history of the early universe.
Extracting such intriguing information is possible through
the analysis of cosmological correlation functions [1,2].
Calculating cosmological correlators can be a daunting

task. The conventional approach involves employing the
in-in formalism to track the time evolution of fields during
inflation. This requires integrating over some field mode
functions and interaction vertices in dS spacetime, which
can be highly intricate. In particular, evaluating the inter-
action vertices for spinning fields can be arduous, even in
flat spacetime, let alone in dS spacetime. However, the in-in
formalism provides us with the late-time correlation func-
tions at the future boundary. Motivated by this observation,
the cosmological bootstrapping program [3–13] has been

proposed. This program aims to compute cosmological
correlators from a boundary perspective, leveraging sym-
metries, locality, unitarity, and other principles. By
exploiting these fundamental properties, the cosmological
bootstrapping program provides an alternative framework
for studying cosmological correlators.
From the inflation perspective, we regard the early

universe as a dS4 spacetime, which has the same symmetry
as CFT3. Then we can use many CFT methods to derive
these correlators from the conformal properties of the
cosmological correlators. In the past decade, people have
constructed a series of differential operators which can
change the quantum numbers of the operators in cosmo-
logical correlators by some CFT methods. These operators
are the so-called “weight-shifting operators” [4,5,14], and
the appearance of these operators allows us to obtain
correlators with different quantum numbers from a given
cosmological correlator. A brief review of weight-shifting
operators is given in Sec. II.
However, recently the authors find another relation

between YM theory and the conformally coupled scalar
theory with a gluon minimal coupled. This relation is a
generalization of the “unifying relation” [15] for the flat
amplitudes. Hence we also use “unifying relation” to denote
this relation for cosmological correlators. The proof, which
uses the Berends-Giele recursion, can be found in [16]. A
generalization to the loop integrand is also found in [17].
It seems that there are some connections between these

two kinds of relations. In this paper, we want to seek the
inverse of unifying relations. In the 3-pt case, we success-
fully obtain the inverse, while in the 4-pt case things go
wrong. To find in what sense we can invert the unifying
relations, we construct the 4-pt gluon correlator hJJJJi from
the unifying relations and express it by weight-shifting
operators to find some clues. And finally we find that there
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is a correspondence between the flat amplitudes and the
weight-shifting operators in this case. We give a dictionary
between the varieties in the flat 4-pt YM amplitudes and the
weight-shifting operators that construct hJJJJi.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will

review some weight-shifting operators and point out the
effect they have. In Sec. III, we will review the unifying
relations for cosmological correlators briefly. In Sec. IV,
we will construct the 4-pt gluon cosmological correlator
hJJJJi from the unifying relation, and point out that our
construction is also consistent with the weight-shifting
perspective. Moreover, we point out that this construction
can be related to the flat amplitudes.

II. WEIGHT-SHIFTING OPERATORS

An interesting way to get the cosmological correlators
with correct quantum numbers from other correlators has
been introduced in [3–5], which is known as the “weight-
shifting operators.” These operators can be derived from the
conformal properties of the cosmological correlators in the
embedding space. In this section, we will briefly review
these operators and write down some typical examples,
following the notation in [5].
A particle in dS spacetime can be labeled by its

conformal dimension Δ and its spin l from the representa-
tion of the isometry group of dS spacetime. In cosmology,
we only focus on the case dS4, which means that we
can specialize the weight-shifting operators for dSdþ1 to
the d ¼ 3 case. The weight-shifting operators are some
bilocal operators which can be used to change the con-
formal dimension Δ and the spin l of some particles in the
correlators, and after acting such operators on a certain
correlator we will get another correlator with different
quantum numbers. We should point out that we can obtain
the correlators with the same quantum numbers by acting
on different correlators, and the results may be different.
The correct correlators should be a linear combination of
these different results. Moreover, sometimes we will get the
correlators with wrong singularities, which means that we
should do some modifications by hand. Such an example
will be given in Sec. IV.
In this section, we only present the explicit expressions

for the weight-shifting operators. The derivation and
detailed examples illustrating the action of weight-shifting
operators on specific correlators will be provided in
Appendix A. Let us begin by introducing the simplest
differential operators that decrease the conformal dimen-
sions of two fields by one unit in correlators:

W−−
12 ¼ 1

2
K⃗12 · K⃗12; K⃗12 ¼ ∂k⃗1

− ∂k⃗2
: ð2:1Þ

In the above expression, the subscript 1,2 indicates
the particle for which we aim to decrease its conformal
weight. It is important to emphasize that K⃗12 represents a

differential operator with respect to the component of
momentum, and thus, it is a vector.
Another valuable operator is the one that increases

the conformal dimensions of two fields by one unit. The
general expression for such weight-raising operators, acting
on a spinning field, can be quite intricate. However, for
our current purpose, we will not delve further into the
details of these operators acting on spinning fields. Instead,
we will focus on presenting the expression for the
weight-raising operators that specifically act on pure scalar
operators:

Wþþ
12 ¼ 1

2
ðk1k2Þ2K2

12 − ð3 − 2Δ1Þð3 − 2Δ2Þk⃗1 · k⃗2
þ ½k22ð3 − 2Δ1Þð2 − Δ1 þ k⃗1 · K⃗12Þ þ ð1 ↔ 2Þ�:

ð2:2Þ

For a comprehensive understanding of the general weight-
raising operators, one can refer to [4].
In the preceding discussion, we introduced operators

that can increase or decrease the conformal weight. It is
worth noting that the 3-point correlation function with
one particle having spin can also be determined up to an
overall constant through the application of conformal
symmetry. Furthermore, the expression for these spinning
3-point correlators exhibits a similar structure to that of
scalar fields. Therefore, we can also generate correlators for
spinning fields by utilizing differential operators on the
scalar 3-point correlator. In other words, we can construct
weight-shifting operators that enable us to raise the spins of
two fields by one unit within correlators:

Sþþ
12 ¼ ðl1 þ Δ1 − 1Þðl2 þ Δ2 − 2Þz⃗1 · z⃗2

−
1

2
ðz⃗1 · k⃗1Þðz⃗2 · k⃗2ÞK2

12

þ ½ðl1 þ Δ1 − 1Þðk⃗2 · z⃗2Þðz⃗1 · K⃗12Þ þ ð1 ↔ 2Þ�:
ð2:3Þ

Here, z⃗ represents an auxiliary null vector that coincides
with the spin polarization vector ϵ⃗ (with ϵ⃗i · k⃗i ¼ 0) in
the “on-shell limit” and this limit can only be taken after
all operators have acted. More about this limit can be
seen in [18].
We can also construct weight-shifting operators that

simultaneously change the conformal weight and spin of
the particles. There are three types of such differential
operators, each with a distinct effect. The first type can be
represented as

H12 ¼ 2ðz⃗1 · K⃗12Þðz⃗2 · K⃗12Þ − ðz⃗1 · z⃗2ÞK2
12: ð2:4Þ

This operator has the capability to raise the spins at points 1
and 2 by one unit while simultaneously lowering their
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conformal dimensions by one unit. The remaining two
types of operators can also simultaneously change the
weight and spin of the particles. However, unlike H12, they
have distinct effects on different particles:

D12 ¼ ðΔ1 þ l1 − 1Þðz⃗1 · K⃗12Þ −
1

2
ðz⃗1 · k⃗1ÞK2

12; ð2:5Þ

D11 ¼ ðΔ2 − 3þ k⃗2 · K⃗12Þðz⃗1 · K⃗12Þ −
1

2
ðz⃗1 · k⃗2ÞK2

12

− ðz⃗2 · K⃗12Þðz⃗1 · ∂z⃗2Þ þ ðz⃗1 · z⃗2Þð∂z⃗2 · K⃗12Þ: ð2:6Þ

Here, the operator D12 raises the spin by one unit at point 1
and lowers the conformal dimension by one unit at point 2.
On the other hand, the operator D11 raises the spin by one
unit at point 1 and lowers the conformal dimension by one
unit at the same point.
In the case of conserved spin-1 operators with dimension

Δ ¼ 2, there is a convenient shortcut. We can treat these
conserved spin-1 operators as projections of spin-1 oper-
ators with Δ ¼ 1. After some algebraic manipulations
(as detailed in [5]), we find that multiplying the norm of
the momentum of the spin-1 currents with Δ ¼ 1 gives
us the conserved currents. In fact, this operation is also
valid for Δ ¼ 1 scalars and we will give some examples
later. Interestingly, this operation effectively performs
the shadow transform. While similar results exist for the
spin-2 case, we will not delve into it within the scope of
this paper.
Let us write down some results here:

hJ1φ2φ3i ¼ D11hϕ1φ2φ3i;
hJ1φ2φ3φ4is ¼ k2D12hϕ1φ2φ3φ4is: ð2:7Þ

where ϕ denotes massless scalars, φ denotes conformally
coupling scalars, and J denotes the conserved currents
(contracted with the auxiliary null vectors z⃗). We need to
point out that weight-shifting operators will not change the
type of channels, which means that we can act these
operators on the correlators with a given channel. The
label s in the above example denotes s-channel.
Up to this point, our focus has been on differential

operators acting on the external legs. However, it is worth
noting that we can also construct similar differential
operators to change the conformal weight and spin of
internal line particles. In the subsequent discussion, we will
introduce these differential operators that raise the spin of
the internal line particles.
In general, the 4-point correlation function can be

decomposed into connected and disconnected parts.
The disconnected part refers to the component that can
be factorized into the product of two 3-point correlators.
This implies that we can construct spin-raising operators
for the internal line particles in the disconnected part by
utilizing this factorization, as the internal lines in the

4-point correlator become the external legs in the 3-point
correlators. As an example, let us consider the disconnected
contribution to the 4-point function arising from spin-1
exchange (e.g., s-channel):

hφk⃗1
φk⃗2

φk⃗3
φk⃗4

ið1Þd ¼
hφk⃗1

φk⃗2
Oi

−s⃗iðΠ1ÞijhOj
s⃗φk⃗3

φk⃗4
i

hOs⃗O−s⃗i
; ð2:8Þ

whereO is a scalar operator with dimensionΔ, s⃗ ¼ k⃗1 þ k⃗2
is the momentum of the exchanged particle, and ðΠ1Þij is a
symmetric traceless tensor:

ðΠ1Þij ¼ δij þ
3 − 2Δ
Δ − 2

sisj
s2

; ð2:9Þ

which encodes the polarization structure of the inverse
two-point function of the exchanged field: hOi

s⃗O
j
−s⃗i−1 ∝

ðΠ1ÞijhOs⃗O−s⃗i−1. Then, we can generate the 3-point
correlator hφk⃗1

φk⃗2O
i
−s⃗i from the 3-point scalar correlator

using the spin-raising operator defined in (2.5):

hφk⃗1
φk⃗2

Oi
−s⃗i ¼ Si

12hφk⃗1
φk⃗2

Os⃗i: ð2:10Þ

where S12 ¼ k2D32 ¼
P

i ϵ
i
3S

i
12 is the differential opera-

tor that raises the spin of the O field by one unit. The
index i indicates that we have removed the auxiliary
null vector z⃗ from D32. Therefore, the disconnected
contribution to the 4-point function from spin-1 exchange
can be expressed as:

hφk⃗1
φk⃗2

φk⃗3
φk⃗4

ið1Þd ¼
Si
12hφk⃗1

φk⃗2
O−s⃗iðΠ1ÞijSj

34hOs⃗φk⃗3
φk⃗4

i
hOs⃗O−s⃗i

:

ð2:11Þ

It is evident that the combination Si
12ðΠ1ÞijSj

34 appearing in
the numerator raises the spin of the exchanged particle. If
we can manage to extract this differential operator and
apply it to the disconnected 4-point correlator, we will
obtain the internal line particle spin-raising operator. This
process is analogous to the construction of weight-shifting
operators for the external leg particles that we discussed
earlier. The detailed extraction process is beyond the scope
of this paper, but interested readers can refer to [4] for more
information. Here, we present the final result obtained from
this extraction:

hφk⃗1
φk⃗2

φk⃗3
φk⃗4

ið1Þd ¼ ðΠ1;1Duv þ Π1;0ΔuÞhφk⃗1
φk⃗2

φk⃗3
φk⃗4

ið0Þd ;

ð2:12Þ

where Π1;1 and Π1;0 are polarization sums for the s-channel
(we only focus on this case in the following discussion),
and Duv and Δu are differential operators:
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Π1;1 ¼
ðk21 − k22Þðk23 − k24Þ

s4
þ ðk⃗1 − k⃗2Þðk⃗3 − k⃗4Þ

s2
;

Π1;0 ¼
ðk1 − k2Þðk3 − k4Þ

s2
; ð2:13Þ

Duv ¼ u2v2∂u∂v; Δu ¼ u2ð1 − u2Þ∂2u − 2u3∂u;

u≡ s=ðk1 þ k2Þ; v≡ s=ðk3 þ k4Þ: ð2:14Þ

We introduce the dimensionless variables u and v to
simplify our writing. The 4-point correlation function

hφk⃗1
φk⃗2

φk⃗3
φk⃗4

ið0Þd can be expressed in terms of these two
independent variables u and v due to conformal symmetry
(s-channel). Thus, such a choice of variables allows us to
simplify our calculations in the subsequent sections.
So far, we have focused on the disconnected contri-

bution to the four-point function, considering the
exchange of a single scalar operator with a general
conformal dimension Δ. However, it is important to note
that the generalization to arbitrary spin exchange is
straightforward. The disconnected part of the four-point
correlator with the arbitrary spin exchange can also be
factorized into a product of three-point correlators.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the external
line spin-raising operator (2.12) does not depend on the
conformal dimension. As a result, we can apply this
operator to the full four-point pure scalar correlator,
generating a complete four-point scalar correlator with
an exchange of spinning fields.

III. UNIFYING RELATIONS FOR
COSMOLOGICAL CORRELATORS

The unifying relations [15] are first discovered in flat
spacetime and some of them are found to be equivalent
to the dimensional reduction in Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY)
formalism [19]. Recently, new relations among cosmologi-
cal correlators have been discovered using Berends-Giele
currents [16,17,20]. These relations can be seen as a
generalization of the unifying relations found for flat
amplitudes [15], which is why they are also referred to
as “unifying relations” for cosmological correlators. In
general, we expect that the entire set of unifying relations
from [15] can be extended to curved spacetime. However,
currently, only the relations involving pure gluons and
conformally coupled scalars with minimal gluon coupling
have been well established (for the general Yang-Mills-
scalar theory, there is also a proof based on BG currents
[17] which can be generalized to the dS case easily).
Therefore, in this work, we will focus solely on the case of
pure gluon theory and conformally coupled scalars with
minimal gluon coupling.
It is important to mention that in the following dis-

cussion, we will present the unifying relations without
delving into the details of their proofs. We will focus on

cosmological correlators involving pure gluons and con-
formally coupled scalars, and present the following unify-
ing relations:

T XAYMðg1; g2;…; gnÞ ¼ ASðϕX; gf1;2;…;ngnXÞ: ð3:1Þ

In the given expression, the notation ϕX only points out
which particles are scalars, while the order of the
particles in AS is the same as AYM. The differential
operator T X represents the pairing of the letters in the
word X, resulting in a product of T ½ij� ¼ ∂ϵi·ϵj (where ϵμ
is the polarization vector satisfying the transversal con-
dition). This pairing method is applied to obtain the
desired operator, and the final result is obtained by
summing over all possible pairing methods. For instance,
for the case X ¼ 1234, the corresponding differential
operator is as follows:

T 1234 ¼ T ½12�T ½34� þ T ½13�T ½24� þ T ½14�T ½23�: ð3:2Þ

Furthermore, we can explicitly demonstrate the action of
T ½ij�. Let us consider the 4-point gluon correlator as an
example, which allows us to establish a relation between
the gluon correlator and correlators involving both gluons
and conformally coupled scalars through the operation
of T ½ij�:

T ½12�AYMðg1; g2; g3; g4Þ ¼ ASðϕ1;ϕ2; g3; g4Þ
T ½13�AYMðg1; g2; g3; g4Þ ¼ ASðϕ1; g2;ϕ3; g4Þ: ð3:3Þ

We will not delve into the general formalism for
cosmological unifying relations in detail here, but instead,
we will provide explicit examples in the following
discussion. For a more comprehensive introduction, read-
ers can refer to [16]. However, before we proceed to
specific examples, it is important to make some remarks
regarding cosmological unifying relations. Unlike the
weight-shifting operators discussed in Sec. II, which
heavily rely on conformal symmetry, the unifying relation
operators T ½ij� are in both flat and dS spacetime.
It is worth mentioning that the aforementioned relation

remains valid within a specific channel since the operator
T X does not alter the channel. To demonstrate this
explicitly, let us consider the explicit expressions for the
4-point correlators involving pure gluons and correlators
with both gluons and conformally coupled scalars. These
correlators can be computed using Berends-Giele currents
[20] or directly from Feynman diagrams [21–23]. Here, we
will provide the results for these correlators1:

1Here we use the correlators hJJJJi in [5], while in [16] there
is an overall minus sign from some conventions.
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hJJJJis ¼ −
1

k2s

ðk1 − k2Þðk3 − k4Þ
k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4

ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ þ
ðk21 − k22Þðk23 − k24Þðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ

k2sðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þ

þ ηij½2ϵ1iðk⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ − k1iðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ − ð1 ↔ 2Þ�½2ϵ3jðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ − k3jðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ − ð3 ↔ 4Þ�
ðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ

; ð3:4Þ

hJJφφis ¼ −
ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðk1 − k2Þðk3 − k4Þ
k2sðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þ

þ ðk21 − k22Þðk23 − k24Þðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ
k2sðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þ

þ ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðk⃗1 − k⃗2Þ · ðk⃗3 − k⃗4Þ þ 4ðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗2Þ − 4ðk⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗1Þ
ðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þ

; ð3:5Þ

and

hφφφφis ¼ −
1

k2s

ðk1 − k2Þðk3 − k4Þ
k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4

þ ðk21 − k22Þðk23 − k24Þ
k2sðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ

þ ðk⃗1 − k⃗2Þ · ðk⃗3 − k⃗4Þ
ðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ

: ð3:6Þ

It is important to note that in the above expressions for
hJJJJi, hJJφφi, and hφφφφi, we have only presented the
s-channel contribution and neglected the contact contribu-
tion. Here, the symbol J represents the conserved current,
while φ denotes the conformally coupled scalar with a
conformal weight of Δ ¼ 2. Additionally, ηij represents the
late time boundary metric, which coincides with the 3D flat
metric with the Euclidean signature.
By comparing Eqs. (3.4)–(3.6), we observe that these

three correlators can be related through the differential
operators ∂ϵ⃗1·ϵ⃗2 and ∂ϵ⃗3·ϵ⃗4 , which precisely correspond to
the unifying relation operators T ½12� and T ½34�. To provide
a more explicit expression (Fig. 1), we can write these
relations as follows:

T ½12�T ½34�hJJJJis ¼ T ½12�hJJφφis ¼ hφφφφis: ð3:7Þ

Here for hJJJJis, the action of T 1234 is equivalent to the
action of T ½12�T ½34�. The unifying relation for the 4-point
gluon correlator appears to be relatively straightforward,
as we can explicitly write down the expression for the
correlator with lower-point functions. However, finding the
inverse operators for these unifying relations is an ongoing
endeavor and presents a significant challenge. The diffi-
culties arise from the fact that certain terms in hJJJJis and

hJJφφis do not contain ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ or ðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ. These terms,
which do not involve the polarization product ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ or
ðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ, will disappear after applying the unifying relation
operators T ½12� and T ½34�. Therefore, the most difficult
issue in seeking the inverse of the unifying relation
operators is how to restore these terms. It is possible that
certain symmetries may assist in achieving the restoration.
Indeed, weight-shifting arising from conformal symmetry
may provide insights into restoring these terms and con-
structing the inverse of the unifying relation operators.
Therefore, in the subsequent sections, we aim to find
the inverse of the unifying relation operators using the
weight-shifting operators.

IV. SEEKING THE INVERSE
OF UNIFYING RELATIONS

In the previous section, we demonstrated the potential of
weight-shifting operators derived from conformal sym-
metry in constructing the inverse of the unifying relation.
In this section, we will provide concrete examples to
support this claim. While constructing the inverse, we will
also highlight the numerous unexplored weight-shifting
methods. Wewill begin with a discussion of the 3-pt case as
a warm-up before delving into the more challenging 4-pt

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 1. The s-channel Witten diagrams for hJJJJi (a), hJJφφi (b), and hφφφφi (c). The dashed line represents the late-time boundary
of the dS space, the wavy line denotes the gluon propagator, and the solid line denotes the propagator for the conformally coupled scalar.
This demonstrates that the correlators hJJφφi and hφφφφi can be derived from the 4-point gluon correlators using the unifying relation
operators T ½34� and T ½34�T ½12�.
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correlators. Unfortunately, we will encounter difficulties in
directly constructing the inverse of the unifying relation
operators. However, in dS spacetime, there exists the
uplifting method [11,24–26] that allows us to obtain dS
correlators from flat amplitudes by some replacement. In
the final part of this section, we will explore the analogous
uplifting method for weight-shifting operators in dS space.
It will be interesting to compare these two different
uplifting methods.

A. 3-pt inverse: warm-up

Due to the favorable property that we can determine
3-point correlators up to a coupling constant through
conformal symmetry, our primary focus lies on exploring
the inverse of unifying relation operators for the 3-point
correlator. We anticipate that we can recover all the
information encoded by conformal symmetry. To facilitate
our discussion, let us begin with an explicit presentation of
the 3-point gluon correlators. Similar to the 4-point gluon
correlator discussed in Sec. III, we will provide the final
results here, while referring interested readers to previous
papers [16,20] for detailed calculations:

hJJJi ¼ 2ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · k⃗1Þ
k1 þ k2 þ k3

þ 2ðϵ⃗2 · ϵ⃗3Þðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ
k1 þ k2 þ k3

þ 2ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗3Þðϵ⃗2 · k⃗3Þ
k1 þ k2 þ k3

: ð4:1Þ

Next, we can utilize the unifying relation operators to
derive the 3-pt mixed correlator between conformally
coupled scalars and the conserved current from the 3-pt
pure gluon correlators:

hJφφi ¼ T ½23�hJJJi ¼ 2ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ
k1 þ k2 þ k3

: ð4:2Þ

Now, our goal is to find suitable weight-shifting operators
that can recover the 3-pt gluon correlators hJJJi in (4.1)
from hJφφi in (4.2). There are various methods to gen-
erate a correlation function with the correct kinematics,
and one possible approach is to utilize the spin-raising
operator (2.3):

hJJJi ¼ Sþþ
23 hJφφi þ cyclic permutations: ð4:3Þ

Indeed, utilizing the spin-raising operators allows us to
restore the full result for the 3-pt gluon correlator. However,
it is important to note that these naive spin-raising operators
cannot serve as the inverse of our unifying relation
operators. The reason for this is that we need to incorporate
all the possible information contained in the 3-pt mixed
correlators involving both conformally coupled scalars and
gluons, such as hφJφi and hφφJi. The concept of inverse
implies that we expect to recover the 3-pt gluon correlator

only from hJφφi, which is not achievable with these spin-
raising operators alone.
However, it is important to reiterate that the 3-pt

correlators are determined only up to a coupling constant.
Consequently, there is a possibility to recover the 3-pt
gluon correlator only from hJφφi, which allows us to find
out the inverse of the unifying relation operators T ½23�:

hJJJi ¼ T ½23�−1hJφφi;
T ½23�−1 ¼ ðH23 þD22D33 − 2D23D32ÞWþþ

23 : ð4:4Þ

It is evident from the Eq. (4.4) presented that the operator
T ½23�−1 can be utilized to restore the 3-pt gluon correlator
hJJJi from the mixed correlator hJφφi. This implies that
we have successfully identified the inverse of the unifying
relation operator T ½23�. Consequently, we can initiate the
process with a 3-pt pure gluon correlator and generate a
mixed correlator through the application of a differential
operator, and vice versa (see Fig. 2).
While it is true that the 3-pt correlators are determined up

to coupling constants, the situation becomes more intricate
when multiple particles possess spin [27]. In such cases,
there can exist more than one linearly independent structure
that complies with conformal invariance. To illustrate,
when generating the 3-pt gluon correlator (4.1) from the
mixed correlator (4.2) using a weight-shifting operator, one
possible approach is as follows:

hJJJi ¼ k2k3H23hJφφi: ð4:5Þ

This particular weight-shifting operator successfully repro-
duces the appropriate quantum numbers, including both
spin and conformal dimension, for hJJJi. However, it
introduces additional pole structures that are not expec-
ted to be present. In fact, the 3-pt pure gluon correlator
obtained using these weight-shifting operators corresponds
to the TrðF3Þ term, where F represents the YM field
strength tensor.

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. The Feynman diagram shown here depicts the 3-pt pure
gluon correlator (a) and the 3-pt mixed correlator between
conformally coupled scalars and gluon (b). The mixed correlator
can be obtained from the pure gluon correlator through the action
of the unifying relation operator T ½23�. Conversely, we can also
obtain the pure gluon correlator from the mixed 3-pt correlator by
employing T ½23�−1, which is constructed from a set of weight-
shifting operators.
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B. 4-pt inverse: Weight-shifting uplifting?

However, the situation becomes more intricate for
higher-point correlators. While conformal invariance can
still yield certain structures in 4-point correlators, directly
inverting the unifying relation proves to be challenging.
For higher-point correlators, conformal invariance does not
offer a straightforward solution, suggesting that a readily
available weight-shifting prescription may not exist. In the
subsequent discussion of this subsection, our focus remains
on our attempt at constructing the inverse of unifying
relation operators. We want to emphasize once again that
we only consider the s-channel in this subsection.
Before delving into the formal discussion of the inverse

of unifying relation operators in 4-point correlators, let us
establish some conventions for this subsection. We denote
FΔ¼2 as the 4-point scalar correlator with a conformally
coupled exchange in the internal line. Additionally, we use
hφφφφi to represent the 4-point scalar correlator with a
spinning particle exchange in the internal line.

1. Known results and discussions

Let us begin by examining the simpler cases involving
4-point mixed correlators between two conserved currents
and two conformally coupled scalars. In this discussion, we
will not consider scenarios where the internal line corre-
sponds to spinning fields; instead, our focus will be on the
cases with scalar exchanges. For instance, consider the
correlator hJφJφi, where the internal line represents a
conformally coupled scalar. Drawing inspiration from the
3-point cases, we can employ weight-shifting operators for
the external legs to generate hJφJφi from FΔ¼2 since there
is no need to raise the spin of the internal line2:

hJφJφi ¼ 4k2D12k4D34FΔ¼2

¼ 4ðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þðk⃗4 · ϵ⃗3Þ
ðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞðk1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4Þ

:

ð4:6Þ

It is important to note that all calculations in our work are
performed within the boundary Lorenz gauge (ημν∂μAν¼0).
The boundary correlation functions are inherently gauge-
invariant, and the weight-shifting operators operate on
these gauge-invariant correlators.3 Consequently, the expres-
sions for the differential operators should remain consistent,
even when considered in a different gauge. Certainly, the
s-channel diagrams results may be influenced by the choice
of gauge. However, since the weight-shifting operators will
not change the type of channels, they remain gauge-invariant

even though they act on a certain channel rather than the total
correlator.
There does not exist a known weight-shifting operator to

obtain the 4-point gluon correlator hJJJJi from hJφJφi.
This outcome may not come as a surprise because T ½24� is
known to decrease both the spin of the internal line and
the external legs (Fig. 3), and the operators from the
3-point case are required to act on two points connected
to the same vertex. Conversely, in order to find the inverse
of T ½24�, we would need to identify an operator that
can increase the spin of both the internal line and the
external legs. However, to find this operator we need to
regard hJφJφi as a product of two 3-pt correlators and
then act operators on these two 3-pt correlators, and then
we will find a singularity from the polarization tensor
ðΠ1Þij. In the next subsection, we will discuss more about
this operation.
Next, we turn our attention to the more intricate

scenario where the 4-point mixed correlators involve
spinning field exchanges in the internal line. Consider,
for instance, the correlator hJJφφi, which features a
spinning field exchange in the internal line. Recall that
in the case of the 3-point correlators, we successfully
constructed the inverse of the unifying relation operators
(4.4), enabling us to generate hJJJi from hJφφi. In the
current situation, we also need to raise the spin of two
external legs, suggesting the feasibility of considering the
inverse of the unifying relation operator in (4.4):

hJJφφi ∼ ðH12 þD11D22 − 2D12D21ÞWþþ
12 hφφφφi:

ð4:7Þ

Although this combination of weight-shifting operators
preserves the correct quantum numbers, it does not yield
the expected expression for hJJφφi in the case of 4-point
correlators. Unlike what we observed in the 3-point
correlators, the combination of weight-shifting operators
in (4.7) leads to different pole structures compared to (3.5).
Specifically, the result in (4.7) exhibits the same pole
structure as the contact term rather than the desired poles.
To explicitly reveal its pole structure, we can express
hφφφφi in terms of FΔ¼2 (See Appendix B) using the
spin-raising operator for the internal line in (2.12):

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. The s-channel Witten diagrams for hJJJJi (a), hJφJφi
(b). The dashed line represents the late-time boundary of the dS
space, the wavy line denotes the gluon propagator, and the solid
line denotes the propagator for the conformally coupled scalar.
This shows that the application of T ½24� results in a simultaneous
decrease in the spin of the internal line.

2In [5], they omit the overall constant in the Eq. (5.24).
3It is interesting to point out that the gauge invariance holds for

the transverse part of the correlators but the full correlators
actually obey nontrivial Ward identities due to contact terms [28].
In this paper, we do not consider such contact terms.
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ðH12 þD11D22 − 2D12D21ÞWþþ
12 hφφφφi

¼ ½Sþþ
12 ðΠ1;1Duv þ Π1;0ΔuÞ þ 2ðϵ⃗1◯ ϵ⃗2ÞDuv�

× ΔuðΔu − 12ÞFΔ¼2: ð4:8Þ

Here, Sþþ
12 represents the spin-raising operator for external

legs, Π1;1 and Π1;0 denote the spin polarization sums
introduced in (2.13). Furthermore, Duv and Δu are differ-
ential operators with respect to dimensionless variables u
and v, as defined in (2.14). To simplify notation, we
introduce the circle product between two polarization
vectors ϵ⃗, which is defined as:

ϵ⃗1◯ ϵ⃗2 ¼
2

k2s
½ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗3Þðϵ⃗2 · k⃗4Þ − ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗4Þðϵ⃗2 · k⃗3Þ�: ð4:9Þ

It is worth noting that the singularity of (4.8) is not correct
for the s-channel part of a 4-pt correlator. However, the
presence of the additional factor ΔuðΔu − 12Þ can give the
right singularity. In order to eliminate these extra poles and
obtain the correct result for hJJφφi, we need to manually
replace ΔuðΔu − 12ÞFΔ¼2 with FΔ¼2:

hJJφφi ¼ ½Sþþ
12 ðΠ1;1Duv þΠ1;0ΔuÞ þ 2ðϵ⃗1◯ ϵ⃗2ÞDuv�FΔ¼2:

ð4:10Þ

We should bear in mind that the 4-pt mixed correlator
hJJφφi and the 4-pt pure scalar correlator with a spinning
field exchange in the internal line are related through the
unifying relation operators T ½12�, as demonstrated in (3.7).
However, it seems important to construct a combination
of weight-shifting operators that can serve as the inverse of
the unifying relation operator T ½12� based on the weight-
shifting operator prescription without the need for any
manual replacement procedure. Such a failure, together with
the failure of the hJφJφi case, can be understood since the
conformal symmetry cannot determine the structure of 4-pt
correlators, which means that there will still be some infor-
mation that cannot be restored. In the following discussion,
wewill show how to construct hJJJJi in the weight-shifting
meaning, and then show the hints of a weight-shifting
uplifting method for cosmological correlators.

2. hJJJJi and hints of a weight-shifting uplifting method

The unifying relation tells us that for hJJJJi, where
all terms include a ϵ⃗i · ϵ⃗j, we can multiply the corres-
ponding ϵ⃗i · ϵ⃗j to hJOJOi, hJJOOi, and so on. From this
prescription, we can find the following result:

hJJJJi ¼ ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2ÞhφφJJi þ ðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4ÞhJJφφi
− ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þhφφφφi þ ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗3ÞhφJφJi
þ ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗4ÞhφJJφi þ ðϵ⃗2 · ϵ⃗3ÞhJφφJi
þ ðϵ⃗2 · ϵ⃗4ÞhJφJφi: ð4:11Þ

For terms proportional to ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ in hJJJJi,
they will be contributed by both ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2ÞhφφJJi and
ðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4ÞhJJφφi. Therefore, we must add the term −ðϵ⃗1 ·
ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þhφφφφi to cancel the repeated part. This equa-
tion satisfies the unifying relation manifestly. We can also
use the seed function FΔ¼2 to get a more compact
formalism:

hJJJJi ¼ ½Sþþ
12 Sþþ

34 ðΠ1;1Duv þ Π1;0ΔwÞ
þ 2Sþþ

34 ðϵ⃗1◯ ϵ⃗2ÞDuv þ 2Sþþ
12 ðϵ⃗3◯ ϵ⃗4ÞDuv

þ 4Sþþ
24 k4D34k2D12 þ 4Sþþ

13 k3D43k1D21

− 4Sþþ
23 k2k3D12D43 − 4Sþþ

14 k1k4D21D34�FΔ¼2:

ð4:12Þ

This formalism coincides with the statement in [18], that the
differential operators in unifying relations can be written as
functional derivatives with respect to the weight-shifting
operators. Note that the order of theweight-shifting operators
is the same as the order defined in [18]. However, this
equation seems not consistent with the weight-shifting
perspective. The first line of the equation has raised the spin
of the internal line, while the second line of the equation has
not. From aweight-shifting perspective, wemay find that the
second line of the equation corresponds to a scalar internal
line, which is not consistentwith hJJJJi. This inconsistency,
however, does not exist. In the following discussion, we will
show that the second line of the equation can also be obtained
from a weight-shifting process with the spin of the internal
line being raised.
hJφφJi can be written as a product of two 3-pt

correlators, which is the characterization of the discon-
nected part of 4-pt correlators:

hJφφJi ¼ −4ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þðϵ⃗4 · k⃗3Þ
Eðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ

¼ hJ1φ2φ−s⃗ihφs⃗φ3J4i
E

: ð4:13Þ

Here, E ¼ k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4 is the total energy. Inspired
by the method of obtaining Π1;1Duv þ Π1;0Δu (reviewed in
Sec. II), we want to act some operators on the 3-pt
correlator factors so that we can raise the spin of both
the internal line and the external legs. A natural choice for
the operator acting on the 3-pt correlator factors is Sþþ

ij ,
which raises the spin of two legs connected to the same
point in the 3-pt case.4

4One may wonder if we can use the operators like
ðH12 þD11D22 − 2D12D21ÞWþþ

12 . A simple calculation shows
that this case is equivalent to the case we discuss now. The only
difference is the value of some coefficients.
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First we derive the result after acting Sþþi
ij :

Sþþi
2;−shJ1φ2φ−si ¼ −kis

�
−
2 ðk1
�!

· ϵ⃗2Þðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þ
ksðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞ2

þ 2ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ
k1 þ k2 þ ks

�
þ ϵi2

2ðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þ
k1 þ k2 þ ks

Sþþj
s3 hφsφ3J4i ¼ −kjs

�
2ðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þðk⃗4 · ϵ⃗3Þ
ksðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ2

−
2ðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ

k3 þ k4 þ ks

�
− ϵj3

2ðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ
k3 þ k4 þ ks

ð4:14Þ

Then, we can get

ðΠ1ÞijSþþi
2s hJ1φ2φsiSþþj

s3 hφsφ3J4i ¼ −
4ðϵ⃗2 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ

ðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ
þ terms symmetric under ð1 ↔ 2Þ or ð3 ↔ 4Þ:

ð4:15Þ

The first term in the second line is exactly −ESþþ
23 k2k3D12D43FΔ¼2. There is a singularity at Δ ¼ 2 in “terms symmetric

under ð1 ↔ 2Þ or ð3 ↔ 4Þ”. This will not bother us because if we sum over all the four terms of the second line of the
Eq. (4.12), “terms symmetric under ð1 ↔ 2Þ or ð3 ↔ 4Þ” will be canceled. One may wonder if there will be terms with a
factor Δ − 2 when we consider a general Δ and exactly cancel the singularity, since such terms may not satisfy the ð1 ↔ 2Þ
and ð3 ↔ 4Þ symmetry. In other words, one may wonder if it is valid to take Δ ¼ 2 first in our calculations. The answer is
yes. Here we show some illuminating calculations.
From some CFT methods, one will find that the 3-pt function of a spin-1 current and two scalars can be determined up to

a coefficient fJOO:

hJΔ1
ðx1ÞOΔ2

ðx2ÞOΔ3
ðx3Þi ¼

�
x⃗21 · ϵ⃗1
x221

−
x⃗31 · ϵ⃗1
x231

�
fJOO

xΔ2þΔ3−Δ1þl
23 xΔ3þΔ1−Δ2−l

31 xΔ1þΔ2−Δ3−l
12

; ð4:16Þ

where xij ¼ jx⃗i − x⃗jj is the distance between the operator Oi and Oj at the boundary of dS spacetime. One can take the
Fourier transformation to obtain the cosmological correlators in the momentum space. Thus we will find that we can get
(4.16) in momentum space after acting some derivatives on the 3-pt correlators of 3 scalars (also in momentum space). More
precisely,

hJΔ1
ðk1ÞOΔ2

ðk2ÞOΔ3
ðk3Þi ¼ c1ðϵ⃗1 · K⃗21ÞhOΔ1

ðk1ÞOΔ2þ1ðk2ÞOΔ3
ðk3Þi− c2ðϵ⃗1 · K⃗31ÞhOΔ1

ðk1ÞOΔ2
ðk2ÞOΔ3þ1ðk3Þi; ð4:17Þ

where c1 and c2 denote the ratio of the coefficients of 3-pt correlators (e.g., fJOO=fOOO). After taking Δ1 ¼ Δ2 ¼ 2, we
have

hJðk1Þφðk2ÞOΔðk3Þi ¼ c1ðϵ⃗1 · K⃗21Þhφðk1Þϕðk2ÞOΔðk3Þi − c2ðϵ⃗1 · K⃗31Þhφðk1Þφðk2ÞOΔþ1ðk3Þi: ð4:18Þ

It is not hard to get the answer by Mathematica5:

hJðk1Þφðk2ÞOΔðk3Þi ∼ ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ
�
2Δ−

5
2Γð3 − ΔÞΓ

�
Δ −

3

2

�
ðk1 þ k2ÞΔ−32F1

�
3 − Δ
2

; 2 −
Δ
2
;
5

2
− Δ;

k23
ðk1 þ k2Þ2

�

þ 2
1
2
−ΔΓ

�
3

2
− Δ

�
ΓðΔÞk2Δ−33 ðk1 þ k2Þ−Δ2F1

�
Δ
2
;
Δþ 1

2
;Δ −

1

2
;

k23
ðk1 þ k2Þ2

��
; ð4:19Þ

when we take Δ → 2, the equation above will change to

hJðk1Þφðk2Þφðk3Þi ∼
ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ

k1 þ k2 þ k3
; ð4:20Þ

which matches with the result in [5]. Then we can act Sþþi
23 (Sþþ

23 ¼ P
i ϵ

i
3S

þþi
23 ) on hJðk1Þφðk2ÞOΔðk3Þi, we have

5here c1 and c2 are all included in the overall constant of the following equation, which we have omitted.
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Sþþi
23 hJðk1Þφðk2ÞOΔðk3Þi∼ ðΔ−1Þϵi2ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ2Δ−

5
2Γð3−ΔÞΓ

�
Δ−

3

2

�
kΔ−312 2F1

�
3−Δ
2

;2−
Δ
2
;
5

2
−Δ;k2r

�

þðΔ−1Þϵi2ðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ2
1
2
−ΔΓ

�
3

2
−Δ

�
ΓðΔÞk2Δ−33 k−Δ12 2F1

�
Δ
2
;
Δþ1

2
;Δ−

1

2
;k2r

�

þki3

�
ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ2Δ−5

2Γð3−ΔÞΓ
�
Δ−

3

2

�
kΔ−312 2F1

�
3−Δ
2

;2−
Δ
2
;
5

2
−Δ;k2r

�

þðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ21
2
−ΔΓ

�
3

2
−Δ

�
ΓðΔÞk2Δ−33 k−Δ12 2F1

�
Δ
2
;
Δþ1

2
;Δ−

1

2
;k2r

�

þðϵ⃗2 · k⃗1Þðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ
Δ− 1

2

2−Δ−
1
2ΔðΔþ1ÞΓ

�
3

2
−Δ

�
ΓðΔÞk2Δ−33 k−Δ−212 2F1

�
Δ
2
þ1;

Δþ1

2
þ1;Δþ1

2
;k2r

�

þðϵ⃗2 · k⃗1Þðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ
5
2
−Δ

2Δ−
5
2

�
2−

Δ
2

�
ð3−ΔÞΓð3−ΔÞΓ

�
Δ−

3

2

�
kΔ−512 2F1

�
5−Δ
2

;3−
Δ
2
;
7

2
−Δ;k2r

�

þðϵ⃗2 · k⃗1Þðϵ⃗1 · k⃗2Þ21
2
−Δð2Δ−3ÞΓ

�
3

2
−Δ

�
ΓðΔÞk2Δ−53 k−Δ12 2F1

�
Δ
2
;
Δþ1

2
;Δ−

1

2
;k2r

���
; ð4:21Þ

To simplify our notation, we introduce two new variables: k12 ¼ k1 þ k2 and kr ¼ k3=ðk1 þ k2Þ. Here particle 3 will be
treated as the propagating particle. It is not hard to find that things are the same as before: the singularity at Δ ¼ 2 will be
canceled. In fact, there will be no term proportional to Δ − 2 in Sþþi

23 hJφOΔi, which means taking the limit Δ → 2 before
acting Sþþi

ij is valid in this case.
So far, we have demonstrated how to construct hJJJJi and the consistency with the weight-shifting perspective. In fact,

there may be deeper reasons for such a construction. Inspired by the traditional uplifting method [11,24–26], we find
that the Eq. (4.12) can be obtained by some replacement of the flat 4-pt gluon amplitude and will show this fact in the
following discussion.
Now we write down the s-channel terms of the flat 4-pt gluon amplitude appearing in [15]:

−
1

2S
fðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þð−U þ TÞ − 4ðϵ⃗2 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þ þ 4ðϵ⃗2 · ϵ⃗4Þðk⃗4 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗1Þ

þ 4ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þðk⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ − 4ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗4Þðk⃗4 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ
þ 4ðϵ⃗1 · ϵ⃗2Þ½ðk⃗1 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗4Þ − ðk⃗2 · ϵ⃗3Þðk⃗1 · ϵ⃗4Þ� þ 4ðϵ⃗3 · ϵ⃗4Þ½ðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗1Þðk⃗4 · ϵ⃗2Þ − ðk⃗4 · ϵ⃗1Þðk⃗3 · ϵ⃗2Þ�g ð4:22Þ

where T ¼ −ðk⃗1 þ k⃗4Þ2 and so asU, S, which are the Mandelstem varieties in flat spacetime. Note that in flat spacetime we
have k2 ¼ 0 for massless particles. After the following replacement:

ϵ⃗i · ϵ⃗j → Sþþ
ij

ϵ⃗i · k⃗j → kjDijði; j on the same side of the channelÞ
T − U ¼ −S − 2U → Π1;1Duv þ Π1;0Δu

2ðϵ⃗i · k⃗jÞðϵ⃗k · k⃗lÞ → ϵ⃗i◯ ϵ⃗kDuvði; j ðalso k; lÞ on the different sides of the channelÞ

−
1

2S
→ FΔ¼2; ð4:23Þ

we will reproduce (4.12). In this replacement, k2s corre-
sponds to Duv, and −S − 2U corresponds to the operator
that raises the spin of the internal line. This can be
explained by comparing the “polarization sum” P1 ¼
Π1;1s2 − Π1;0ðk1 þ k2 þ ksÞðk3 þ k4 þ ksÞ in the factoriza-
tion method (the definition of P1 and more about cosmo-
logical bootstrap can be found in [5]) with the spin-raising

operators Π1;1Duv þ Π1;0Δu. Note that −S − 2U is the flat
limit of P1.
From (4.12), we find that we cannot simply get hJJJJi

from hJOJOi or hJJOOi, but we need to consider all of
those and finally express the correlators by acting some
operators on the seed FΔ¼2. It means the trial for seeking
the inverse of the unifying relation fails, like the flat case.
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V. OUTLOOKS

In this paper, we have reviewed two ways, weight-
shifting operators and unifying relations, to get other
cosmological correlators from the given one and made
some new comments. Then we showed that the trial for
seeking the inverse of unifying relations fails. However, we
have found a “weight-shifting uplifting” method similar to
the traditional uplifting method for dS correlators in our
special case, which is a hint for applying weight-shifting
operators to higher point correlators. There are several open
problems inspired by this work:
(1) Can we find other weight-shifting operators to raise

the spin of the internal lines? In Sec. IV, we have
constructed a new way to raise the spin of the
internal line for the special case we met. Maybe there
are some other similar cases, and they will lead to
some new allowed structures.

(2) Can this prescription be generalized to BG currents so
that we can get n-pt results by BG recursions? For
weight-shifting operators, it is very hard to use them to
deal with higher-point correlators. However, from the
structure of BG currents in dS spacetime, even n-pt
cosmological correlators have some features similar
to the flat case. This may imply that the uplifting way
may lead to a higher-point correspondence between
the cosmological correlators and the flat amplitudes.

(3) Can we do the same thing for the graviton correlators
[24,29]? Maybe we need to prove unifying relations
for the gravity theory. However, in flat spacetime,
the gravity theory we deal with is the extended
gravity theory, which includes dilatons and B-fields.
Recently, there are some progress in the double copy
of the cosmological correlators [26,30], which may
help us to find out the “weight-shifting uplifting” for
graviton correlators in dS spacetime.

There are still many things unknown in cosmological
correlators. The interesting problems above are just a few
of them. Solving them will deepen our understanding of
cosmological correlators and, moreover, our universe. We
hope we can solve some of them in future work.
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APPENDIX A: MORE ON WEIGHT-SHIFTING
OPERATORS

In this appendix, we will give more comments on
weight-shifting operators. In the context of cosmological
applications, expressing correlators in momentum space is
highly convenient. However, we need to keep in mind that
in the Poincaré patch of de Sitter space (dS4), we lack a

timelike Killing vector, which prevents us from performing
a Fourier transformation with respect to the time direction.
Instead, the cosmological correlator in momentum space
can be expressed as an integral over conformal time, often
referred to as the seed integral. Subsequently, the weight-
shifting operators can be represented as differential oper-
ators with respect to momentum, acting on the correlators
in momentum space.
One effective approach to identifying the appropriate

weight-shifting operator is by examining the seed integral.
In essence, the cosmological correlator can be expressed as
an integral over conformal time, incorporating both bulk-
to-bulk and bulk-to-boundary propagators. Although the
integrand of various correlators may differ, we can establish
a connection between these integrands using differential
operators in terms of momentum. Since the derivative with
respect to momentum can be commuted with the time
integral, we can establish correlations among correlators of
diverse theories using these differential operators, which
precisely correspond to the weight-shifting operators.
To establish a clearer connection between different

theories, we can begin by explicitly formulating the integral
for various correlator expressions. The starting point of this
work is the well-established 3-point scalar correlator with a
general conformal weight in momentum space. Let us
begin by presenting the seed integral for this particular
correlator [31]:

hO1O2O3i ¼ k
Δ1−3

2

1 k
Δ2−3

2

2 k
Δ3−3

2

3

Z
∞

0

dzz
1
2KΔ1−3

2
ðk1zÞ

× KΔ2−3
2
ðk2zÞKΔ3−3

2
ðk3zÞ: ðA1Þ

It isworth noting that the expression provided above neglects
an overall normalization coefficient. Additionally, the sym-
bol K represents the Bessel-K function. Interestingly, for
certain special conformal dimensions Δ, the integral can be
expressed using elementary functions. In the context of
cosmological applications, our primary focus is on confor-
mally coupled and massless scalars, which have conformal
dimensions of Δ ¼ 2 and Δ ¼ 3, respectively. Remarkably,
for these two conformal dimensions, the integral can be
simplified precisely to elementary functions. For example,
the 3-point correlator for the conformally coupled scalar can
be expressed as follows:

hφφφi ¼ log

�
K
μ

�
ðA2Þ

where K ¼ k1 þ k2 þ k3 is the total momentum and μ
represents an energy scale that can be chosen arbitrarily. It
is important to mention that the logarithm arises due to the IR
divergence in the integral. This divergence becomes evident
from the bulk perspective, where the seed integrand for φφφ
is proportional to e−Kz=z, exhibiting divergence in the
infrared limit. The apparent dependence on the energy scale
violates dilatation symmetry, which is why it is commonly
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referred to as the anomalous term from the boundary
perspective.
Now, we aim to introduce the weight-shifting operators

and demonstrate their effects using the seed integral. To
provide a clearer illustration, let us introduce the simplest
weight-shifting operators W−−

12 as an example, which
decrease the conformal dimension by one unit at each
point (in this case, particle 1 and particle 2). Back to the
position space, the seed integral can be expressed as:

hO1ðx⃗1ÞO2ðx⃗2ÞO3ðx⃗3Þi

¼ f123
jx⃗1 − x⃗2jΔ1þΔ2−Δ3 jx⃗2 − x⃗3jΔ2þΔ3−Δ1 jx⃗3 − x⃗1jΔ3þΔ1−Δ2

;

ðA3Þ

where f123 is an overall constant that is not crucial for our
discussion and thus we can disregard such coefficients in
the subsequent analysis. In order to obtain the 3-point scalar

with conformal dimensions Δ1, Δ2, and Δ3 in momentum
space, we can perform a Fourier transformation:

hO1O2O3i ¼
Z

dx⃗1dx⃗2dx⃗3

×
eip⃗1·x⃗1eip⃗2·x⃗2eip⃗3·x⃗3

jx⃗1 − x⃗2jΔ1þΔ2−Δ3 jx⃗2 − x⃗3jΔ2þΔ3−Δ1 jx⃗3 − x⃗1jΔ3þΔ1−Δ2
:

ðA4Þ
Thederivativewith respect tomomentumcanbe interchanged
with the integral over position variables x⃗1, x⃗2, and x⃗3.
Therefore, we can apply the weight-shifting operator W−−

12

to the correlator, placing it in front of the integral.
Subsequently, we insert it into the integrand, and these
differential operators act solely on the exponential term
involving momentum. As a result, we obtain the 3-point
scalar correlator with the conformal dimensions Δ1 and Δ2,
both reduced by one unit:

hOΔ1−1ðk⃗1ÞOΔ2−1ðk⃗2ÞOΔ3
ðk⃗3Þi ¼

Z
dx⃗1dx⃗2dx⃗3

jx⃗1 − x⃗2j2eik⃗1·x⃗1eik⃗2·x⃗2eik⃗3·x⃗3
jx⃗1 − x⃗2jΔ1þΔ2−Δ3 jx⃗2 − x⃗3jΔ2þΔ3−Δ1 jx⃗3 − x⃗1jΔ3þΔ1−Δ2

∼
Z

dx⃗1dx⃗2dx⃗3
W−−

12 e
ik⃗1·x⃗1eik⃗2·x⃗2eik⃗3·x⃗3

jx⃗1 − x⃗2jΔ1þΔ2−Δ3 jx⃗2 − x⃗3jΔ2þΔ3−Δ1 jx⃗3 − x⃗1jΔ3þΔ1−Δ2

¼ W−−
12 hOΔ1

ðk⃗1ÞOΔ2
ðk⃗2ÞOΔðk⃗3Þi: ðA5Þ

The notation ∼ means that we omit some overall con-
stants. Such constants can be restored by the explicit
calculation on the cosmological correlator side. The afore-
mentioned calculations indicate that we can construct the
weight-shifting operators by comparing the correlator of
our interest with the 3-point correlator in position space
and subsequently transforming it to momentum space.
Remarkably, this construction ensures that the weight-
shifting operators possess the same quantum numbers
for both spin and conformal dimensions. Henceforth, we
will directly present the weight-shifting operator without
explicitly demonstrating the construction procedure. How-
ever, it is essential to bear in mind that the construction
procedure is nearly identical to what we previously
employed in constructing W−−

12 . To learn more about the
construction procedure, see [4], where they use the embed-
ding space formalism.

APPENDIX B: 4-PT SCALAR SEED
CORRELATORS

In this appendix, we introduce the 4-point scalar seed
correlators. It is important to note that the 4-point scalar
seed integral differs from the 3-point correlators, as it
involves two conformal time integrals, adding complexity

to the time ordering. Our main focus in the following
discussions will be on the scalar exchange solution.
The conventional approach to compute vacuum expect-

ation values in a time-dependent background is through the
Schwinger-Keldysh (SK) formalism [32]. For instance,
considering the interaction gφ2σ, where σ is a scalar field
with an arbitrary conformal dimension, its seed integral can
be expressed as follows:

F ¼ −
g2

2

X
ab

Z
0

−∞

dη
η2

dη0

η02
eiak12ηeibk34η

0
Gabðks; η; η0Þ; ðB1Þ

where Gabðks; η; η0Þ represents the bulk-to-bulk propagator
for the massive scalar σ, where a;b ¼ � denote the SK
indices. And η represents the conformal time, and g denotes
the coupling constant between the fields φ and σ. The
specific form of the propagator Gabðks; η; η0Þ depends on
the particular model under consideration, and we will not
delve further into its details in this study [3].
For our specific application, we can provide the

explicit expression for the seed integral when the exchanged
particle σ has a conformal dimension Δ ¼ 2. This solution
can be derived using both the bulk and boundary per-
spectives. Here, we present the result without going
into the detailed derivation. For a more comprehensive
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understanding, interested readers are encouraged to refer to
previous papers such as [2,3]:

FΔσ¼2 ¼
1

2ks

�
Li

�
k34 − ks

E

�
þ Li

�
k12 − ks

E

�

þ log

�
k12 þ ks

E

�
log

�
k34 þ ks

E

��
: ðB2Þ

In the above expression, we have introduced the following
notations: E ¼ k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4 as the total energy,
and k12 ¼ k1 þ k2 and k34 ¼ k3 þ k4 for convenience.
Additionally, the symbol “Li” denotes the dilogarithm
function. It is worth mentioning that even though the boost
symmetry is broken, we can also derive the seed integrals
and the corresponding weight-shifting operators [33,34].
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